
Interflon: A Mobile App to Support
Advisors Outside the Office

Interflon’s desktop-native CRM wasn’t mobile enough to fully 
support their Technical Advisors outside the office. With the new 
smart solution, all business activities are not only more enjoyable, 
but also significantly more effective.   

Interflon’s Technical Advisors (TAs) usually meet multiple clients during the day. Before 
this project, their desktop-native CRM system wasn’t mobile enough to fully support them 
outside the office. As a result, TAs had to plan all their daily activities one day prior and take 
all notes on a paper. Finally, at the end of each working day, TAs had to retype every note into 
the desktop CRM system. 

Needless to say, these activities wasted a lot of time.  

The main goal of the new solution was to solve these issues and make the everyday work 
of TAs more convenient, enjoyable and effective, and, as a result, grow the overall sales 
potential. Additionally, the system’s aim was also to be more adjusted to Interflon’s new 
way of working. 

Interflon manufactures premium quality industrial lubricants, cleaners and hardware 
to reduce maintenance costs, power consumption and CO2 emissions whilst promoting 
component reliability and factory output. They operate in more than 50 countries and 
employ 400 skilled Technical Advisors, assisting over 135.000 clients in all kinds of 
industries. 

www.interflon.com

BUSINESS NEED

The professionalism of PGS Software impressed me 
immensely. Together we created the Interflon landscape 
of tomorrow.

Rob Oude Voshaar
Technology Manager — Interflon
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ABOUT THE CLIENT

http://www.interflon.com


FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OUR SERVICES:
PLEASE CALL US AT +48 71 7982692 OR VISIT WWW.PGS-SOFT.COM

PROJECT TIME: 2 MONTHS

DESIGN: UX, UI, DESIGN THINKING, DESIGN SPRINT

FRONTEND: PROGRESSIVE WEB APPLICATION

BACKEND: AMAZON WEB SERVICES

THE CHALLENGE

The app needed to be developed from scratch in just 2 months.

This was especially challenging since the client’s initial idea was to develop multiple, separate 
solutions. After a one-business-day Rapid Elaboration Workshop, the initial concept evolved 
into producing only one, but multifunctional application, which would cover all of the client’s 
needs.

THE SOLUTION

Design Thinking and Design Sprint were the key drivers of User Experience design. Interflon’s Technical 
Advisors shared their perspective – mainly on how their day-to-day work looks like – and tested the 
prototype. This enabled the development of an application that is precisely tailored to their needs. 

With the final solution, TAs now have a huge, powerful database in their pocket. It contains a list of all 
their clients and contacts (with notes from previous meetings to offer personalized experiences), and 
pictures plus data about the client’s equipment – all of which can be customized and expanded on-the-
go. 

Now, Advisors only need to amend some basic details in the reports 
at the end of the working day, which saves a lot of time. 

Additionally, the application also serves as a comprehensive 
presentation tool. With it, TAs can present a before-after comparison 
of their product’s effects and show more details with technical 
insights. Furthermore, they can even highlight how much money 
a client saves with their solutions – the app calculates everything 
automatically – further growing sales potential. 

The app also manages all the daily meetings, which solves the issue of long, prior 
preparations, and even helps with last-minute rescheduling

ABOUT PGS SOFTWARE

PGS Software supports customers worldwide with tailor-made IT solutions. We offer expertise and services in cloud computing, 
design and data science – including business analysis, optical and UX/UI design and quality assurance.

https://www.pgs-soft.com/
https://twitter.com/pgssoftware
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pgs-software-s-a-
https://www.facebook.com/pgs.software

